PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The Aviation Industry Association has thrived again during the last 2010/2011
year. There has been several issues where members have had direct support
from AIA staff and Executive. Some of these issues do have potential to develop into major legal issues, however we are hopeful this legal track is not
followed.
AIA membership has grown to 259 companies plus 40 AEANZ members over the last
year. Many organizations are now realising the benefits AIA brings to commercial
aviation in New Zealand, and their company support is vital to the ongoing survival
of the organisation and the continuation of these benefits. AIA brings many benefits
particularly in the area of advice and support when needed, but also in the politics
of aviation and setting direction. In addition AIA has become a member of the GSB
that provides group-buying power to all members and their staff. This is a major benefit to members with major discounts on purchases including fuel, cars, electronics,
household goods plus many others. In addition we have a member discount mobile
phone rate with hopefully more to come. These benefits are available to all staff as
well providing membership is current.

Council meetings
Four Council Meeting were held during the year. Generally they were well attended
and on several occasions we had functions following with invited industry members
and our political friends.
During these Council meetings we have had meetings with:
• Associate Minister Nathan Guy
• Six monthly with DCA and Chairman of CAA
• Ambulance NZL
• Confidential reporting
• Aviation week and SMS training
• ASPEQ
• ATTTO
And hosted three Parliamentary functions plus one farewell function.
In addition to the above meetings there have been several meetings with MOT, CAA
staff including the Director and Chairman and other Ministers.
Unfortunately the meeting with Ambulance NZ did not result in any resolution of
the outstanding issues with the Air Rescue Standard. As I write this, the matters unfortunately remain unresolved despite there being some goodwill on the part of all
groups to have this matter resolved. AIA looks at the Standard as an operational air
safety issue and not an ambulance matter – this is at the heart of the matter.

Staff
We have continued with our office staff of Irene King (CEO), Bob Feasey (Technical/
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Marketing Manager) and Anton Marchenko (Accounts Manager). In addition we have
had John Nicholson (CEO, Aviation New Zealand) assisting as and when required. In
addition John Maber (Executive Officer AAA) and John Sinclair (Executive Officer HA)
have made a significant contribution in their areas of expertise. With the retirement
of John Maber both AAA and HA functions will be combined with a resulting saving.
All staff performed extremely well and a pleasure to work with. This was very evident particularly during the period when our office was undergoing severe renovation. Delays and frustration with Internet and many other issues were handled very
calmly, competently and we now have a smaller, but more useable office space that
looks great and is suitable for our purpose. I do appreciate the effort staff have put
into our organization.

Executive /Finance Committee
This group has made a major contribution to the organization. There are very few
days when a response is not required from this group to assist with decision making.
Again I have appreciated their time and contribution.

Weekly Newsletter
One of our big successes has been the manner our informative weekly newsletter
has been received and accepted. This, I believe is a credit to the CEO and her staff.
I am sure you all appreciate the discipline and effort that goes into this weekly production.

Members
Membership is another success story. Membership is now very high having grown to
250 company members and 40 AEANZ members over the last financial year and until
June this year. This I believe is at record levels and I would expect this to grow significantly when non members realize the benefits of membership and the large savings
they can make with discounted products only available to financial AIA members.
Hopefully there will be more discounted products available soon.

Finance
AIA is reporting an operating loss made up of three parts:
• AIA – a $19k driven largely by an increased contingent leave liability of $5k caused
by operating the organization one short of establishment and a reduction in membership subscriptions. The reduction in membership contributions occurred as a result of the full introduction of a restructured membership package for the Association’s largest members. This factor is now eliminated going forward.
• Consolidation of loss from Aviation New Zealand off set by gain from Aviation New
Zealand the previous year.
Pleasingly cash flow has been positive throughout the year brought on by:
• The introduction of prepayments for membership and conference week
• Preplanning of conference week enabling costs to be more precisely controlled.
• Enhanced business planning and reporting surrounding all major projects.
These disciplines are engrained in the organization and all projects managed according to these disciplines.
The Council has considered carefully the matter of whether AIA meets the definition of a “going concern”. After advice from our accountants and auditors we are
AVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC. >>
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The Council has considered carefully the matter of whether AIA meets the definition
of a “going concern”. After advice from our accountants and auditors we are satisfied
that the organization, while not without its challenges, does meet the test. Debts are
paid as they are incurred and there are no creditors outstanding beyond the normal
practice of the 20th of the month following.
AIA’s investment in ASPEQ is at the book rate and not market values. Accordingly any
reduction in the profitability of ASPEQ is automatically booked against AIA as is any
increase in profitability. Over the last two years ASPEQ has undergone some restructuring charges and has suffered the global down turn in aviation. It is anticipated this
situation will reverse itself going forward.
J. Jones
President
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
This is my fifth report as CEO of your Association and as always I must reiterate
what a privilege it is to work with and for each one of you.
Approximately 30 months ago we developed a list of “Aviation’s five most wanted”.
These have been identified as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Creating the right safety platform
Enhancing competitiveness and the visibility of the industry
Engagement of a workforce with the right stuff
Mitigating environmental concerns
Promoting industry growth and wealth creation

This year I am going to revert back and provide a score card on how I think we are doing in these five strategic areas. Our industry has not been without some very severe
challenges, not the least of which was a period of protracted contraction within the
domestic economy followed by a series of natural disasters.
The industry was particularly active in responding to the series of earthquakes which
has seen our second largest city CBD severely damaged and to the Pike River mine
explosion. With each of these events it reminds us all how exposed we are to events
way beyond our control and to the every day actions of the many thousands employed in our industry who make aviation in this country one of the safest forms of
public transport.
Because we deliver a product with a high level of reliability on time every day we do
not always attract the level of involvement from central and local government that
this industry deserves. Some of you may say that’s a good thing, we get on and run
our businesses without all the drama attached to whether government will or won’t
support us. However, there are a number of activities that do require active investment from government, either as the use of the services provided (flight training
and air rescue / air ambulance for example) or as an investor in some of our more
marginal regional airports.

Our scorecard – how are we going:
Creating the right safety platform - good progress being made but needs more
traction 7/10 - CAA is a creature of Statute, the primary statue is now over 20 years
old. There has been no significant revision and only minor amendment. The most
significant amendment from a strategic view point was to change the mission of the
CAA from “safety at reasonable cost” to some unfathomable mission based around
a transport strategy that then proceeded to ignore aviation’s needs or requirements.
Concerns have been repeatedly expressed by successive governments and their official investigatory arms, AKA the Auditor Generals office, but nobody is willing to acknowledge the role of the statute in sending mixed or befuddled signals to the regul-
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ator. CAA have a job to do. If there is a problem with the way they do it then the first
step is to change the Civil Aviation Act. AIA is extremely active lobbying for change in
a number of areas, all designed to improve the critical safety platform. These changes, combined with a clear willingness of the Board of CAA to bring about change and
the introduction of safety management systems globally inevitably driving change,
will see probably the most significant overhaul of the way we do businesses in the
aviation space this country has witnessed for twenty years.
Enhancing competitiveness and the visibility of the industry – a slow start but
speeding up 5/10 - Of all of the strategies, this is the one which is most hampered by
the lack of a coherent vision between the key stakeholders. A decision in one area
which looks good can and does quite frequently adversely impact on the aspirations
in another. CAA with its confused strategic vision can make decisions which, while
arguably protecting its immediate mantra of aviation safety, can impact adversely
on the industry’s need to grow and develop internationally. Industry constantly balances the equation of risk and reward and for many years operated in a highly collaborative environment with the regulator. It is pleasing to see that there is some
acceptance that for a small economy such as New Zealand this is the most efficient
model.
Engagement of a workforce with the right stuff – considerable progress. Hamstrung
by public policy settings which potentially discriminates against careers with regulatory training 7/10 - Working with our Industry Training Organisation the ATTTO
there has been considerable investment in developing a map of provision for the
industry. This ultimately will result in training the right people with the right stuff.
However, the more immediate threat is public policy settings which appears to be
more discriminatory against regulatory training, in favour of more academic training. This is an age old tension, but with the critical position the government finds
itself in it has seen fit to start precluding regulatory training from funding. This has
hit hardest not in aviation, but in the areas of on-job health and safety. However,
it appears to be a very minimal leap of faith to place all regulatory training in the
same basket. If this is true then this has significant implications for all of the key skill
groups in aviation.
Mitigating environmental concerns – aviation is owning its own space 8/10 - this
year we have seen the AIRCARE EMS programme launched, including integration of
the NZAAA accreditation programmes along with the flying neighbourly noise abatement programmes. After years of looking for a pathway which addresses the need
to invest in more efficient technologies with certainty, whilst concurrently addressing concerns over aircraft noise, the AIRCARE programme has taken up the challenge. Widespread endorsement from all of the critical stakeholders will give AIA
members the ability to apply for access to conservation areas without potential rationing constraints. Other emissions from aircraft will be constrained by investment
in new technology and the advent and uptake of biofuel technologies globally. This
then will leave a number of other areas such as more efficient use of energy of which
most of the larger engineering workshops have been adopting for some time.
Promoting industry growth and wealth creation – a stellar performer within the New
Zealand economy but will do better 7/10 – we’ve had a good track record in this area
over the last five years with an annual growth of just over 9%, but we must do better. Aviation is a key sector of the New Zealand economy enabling our tourism and
agricultural industry. In its own right it has the potential to contribute significantly to
New Zealand’s much anticipated and needed export led recovery. There are opporAVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC. >>
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portunities emerging throughout the Asia Pacific region. What we need however is
to grow the scale, value, competence and reputation of our industry through championing internationally competitive development, encouraging collaboration, making connections and overcoming barriers to growth and innovation.

My Thanks
A big thank you to each one of the Councillors and their deputies for the tremendous
support given the Association throughout the year. These people, your representatives, give their time free of charge to address and “look after” the issues of the industry. I should also mention the role of the Executive under the leadership of John
Jones (Dale Webb, Ken Mackenzie and John Funnell) for their particularly pro active
involvement this year in working through a number of the strategies outlined above.
They have been ably assisted by Graeme Martin who forms a pivotal part of the Finance Sub committee and looks after the expenditure, income and performance of
the organisation. And last but not least, Bob Feasey and Anton Marchenko, both of
whom have an undying passion for making AIA a fun place to work. As we potentially
go into major structural changes each one of us is looking forward to the new challenges the second half of 2011 and beyond will bring.
A big thank you to the sponsors of AIA Greenstone Energy; the NZAAA – GE Capital and NZHA the Aviation Cooperating Underwriting Group including Boston Marks,
and Avsure
Irene King
Chief Executive
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AIA COUNCIL, NZAAA AND NZHA
Aviation Industry Association Council
Back Row (from left to right):
Tony Michelle, John Jones, Ken
MacKenzie, David Morgan,
Lloyd Matheson
Front Row (from left to right):
Irene King, John Funnell, Don
MacCracken, Dale Webb
Absent: Rob Bolton, Errol Burtenshaw, Kevin England, Ashok
Poduval, Richard Rayward, Rea
Wikaira

NZAAA Members
Back row (from left to right):
Tony Michelle, Ken MacKenzie,
Lloyd Matheson, John Maber
Front row (from left to right):
Rick Graham, Alan Nichol,
Graeme Martin, John Sinclair
Absent: Davin Mudford, Jeff
McMillan, Graeme Polley

NZ Helicopter Association Members
Back row (from left to right):
Lloyd Matheson, Toby Clark,
David Beck, David Sowman
Front row (from left to right):
Louisa Patterson, WGCDR
Shaun Clark, John Sinclair,
Larry Bennett
Absent: Blair Chapman, Alan
Boyce, Qwilton Biel
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AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING
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It is now nearly two years since ratification of AEANZ at the Blenheim AIA conference. AEANZ continues to grow with new company and individual members
adding additional experience, knowledge and capability to the general membership and committee.
Recent discussions have centred on the professional development aspects of AEANZ
and how we can provide more value to members. Engineering compliance requirements are now more onerous than they have been in the past and the requirement
to stay up with the changes occurring within the large international regulation bodies
such as EASA and the FAA will mean significant up-skilling and training is required.
The professional development programs being put together by AIA will allow AEANZ
members to increase their knowledge of some of the newer requirements such as
Risk Management and Safety Management Systems.
Engineers who are directly involved at the coal face continually need to educate and
re-educate, whether this is by participation in type training courses, specialist courses
or re-currency type training. Having an absolute understanding of the maintenance
actions required is imperative when ensuring a safe outcome and a reduction in risk
to an end user. A priority of AEANZ for the 2011-2012 year will be to focus on programs which will assist engineers in maintaining competency and confidence when
undertaking engineering practise and project management. A major portion of an
engineer’s responsibility is not only to ensure that the maintenance is carried out
correctly, but also that compliance is achieved while ensuring a high level of aircraft
availability to an operator.
Communication is a fundamental of all industries. Without good communication
and support, engineers who become isolated from industry trends may not only put
themselves at risk from a safety perspective, but may also be exposed to financial
risk. During a maintenance project, regulatory, avionic, design, and specialist functions are often carried out concurrently. For this reason it is imperative that the communication lines are open and flowing. A primary function of AEANZ is to promote
open and honest discussion with engineering participants, operators and regulators.
As part of providing a professional service, an engineer should work with an operator
to better understand where the responsibility boundaries lie. To reduce misunderstandings this demarcation should be clearly understood by both parties and preferably recorded in an agreement. In many areas the CAA Rules are reasonably clear, but
in the area of maintenance provider/operator responsibility there can be a certain
level of confusion. The discussion forums and professional development provided by
AEANZ are there to assist in good industry communications and participant relationships.
Thanks to all AEANZ members who have participated and assisted with the projects
to date. This always means giving up significant time and money, however it is not
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only greatly valued, but is essential to maintain a healthy organisation. For the rest of
2011 and 2012 AEANZ will continue to seek engagement with other industry professional bodies and to welcome new company and individual members. As always the
assistance and opinion of new members is a vital part in the continued development
of the Aircraft Engineering Association of New Zealand.
Don McCracken
Chair

AVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC. >>
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AIR RESCUE/AIR AMBULANCE REPORT
This year for Air Rescue/Air Ambulance (AR/AA) has mainly been with the development of the Air Rescue/Air Ambulance standards which were to supersede the current AR/AA standards version 8, with Ambulance New Zealand.
The version 8 standards, which all AR/AA providers are contracted and audited to,
remain in force until 01 July 2011. Air ambulance / air search and rescue service
standard Version 1.0: 2011 has been circulated by Ambulance New Zealand and is
scheduled to be implemented as of 01 July 2011.ThIs standard is not supported by
the AIA as it is administered by a non Aviation Organisation, is subject to contestable
auditing, and has not resolved the competency vs hours standards. As a result the
AR/AA version 10 Draft Standards are being reviewed and developed for feedback
and input, these are available through the AIA Office.
CAR – Part 119.5 		
CAR – Part 91.127 (d) 		
CAR – Part 91.127 		
Civil Aviation Act 1990 		
- s13 and s13a 		

Required for a certificate
Use of Aerodromes
Definition “Performance Class 1”
Responsibilities of pilot in command

The Civil Aviation Authority has been involved for over the last two years mainly with
the ACC contracted operations concerning the compliance of the respective rules
(listed). Accordingly, the division has been advising both the government and operators on the short term solutions as to these compliance issues. The result of which is
that several ACC Contracted Operators have been subjected to extensive changes in
operation.
The year ahead will be challenging, with the CAA Compliance/Government, Tendering and standards approval being the major milestones.
Management – special thanks to President John Jones, Irene King, and Bob Feasey for
their support and work over the past year.
Rea Wikaira ONZM JP Dip BMS
Chair
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AIR TRANSPORT REPORT
The main issues for the Division remain as current and potential increases in CAA,
Airport and Airways charges. These charges do have a huge effect on members and
their ability to recover the cost increases particularly in low seat aircraft.
The ETS is still coming, but fuel prices have taken off and continue to rise due to
global demand. This is having a major effect on all air transport operators with no
end in sight. The slower economy following the CHC earthquake and drop in tourists
travelling from Japan and other Asian ports is making it that much harder to recover
these costs. Hopefully the RWC will result in some positive outcomes for us all.
A major concern to the industry is the CAA using safety reporting information for
prosecution and may result in a lowering of reporting, with people being concerned
the information may be used against them for prosecution. The Just Culture model
of to “err is human”, “or they exercised their best judgment in accordance with their
standard operating procedures” - i.e. “system failures” is not supported by CAA. The
CAA stance, that Just Culture is equivalent to a no blame, no shame system, are
misguided and uninformed. This will not align with the introduction of Safety Management System rule making. The AIA has commenced working with a team of Officials from the MOT doing some preliminary scoping on law change. There has been
tremendous support from Minister Guy on this project and all operators need to join
the community of supporters and push for some change, hopefully within the next
year or two. The ACAG will also be active in lobbying the MOT and minister at every
opportunity. See attached news release from UKCAA.
The CAA HSE unit are still engaged with setting up an onboard audit programme
failing to recognise the existence of the CAA rules that are already part of the CAA
compliance requirements, thus duplicating audits which simply increases operators
costs. This simply is not value for money. The current flight operations inspectors
need to be trained on the HSE requirements and be capable of a one stop shop visit.
Risk Management is not something that is nice to have; it is something that will become an essential part of the way we do business and the hub of our SMS systems.
Operators are encouraged to sign up for the AIA planned training courses.
Errol Burtenshaw
Chairman
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EDUCATION AND RESEARCH REPORT
The third Aviation Education and Research Symposium, in association with Massey
University School of Aviation and the Royal Aeronautical Society, New Zealand is being held on 05-06 July 2011 at Wellington in conjunction with the annual AIA Conference.
The response to the call for papers has been interesting with a variety of papers received at the time of preparation of this report, on a broad range of topics bridging
theory and practice of contemporary issues in aviation. The papers are being peer
reviewed for acceptance and will be included in the symposium publication. The division is working towards developing this annual symposium into a global event that
can not only support education and training needs of the aviation industry, but also
contribute towards enhancing research and attracting funds for research and development.
I would encourage all Education and Research division members to offer support this
symposium through more active participation.

Safety Advisory Committee
The second meeting of the Safety Advisory Committee was held on 27 July 2010 at
the AIA conference in Palmerston North. This initiative by the Association to establish a platform for members to raise, discuss and determine proactive, efficient and
economical solutions to issues related to aviation safety has been well received. The
revised terms of reference of SAC was approved by the Council to make the committee more efficient.
The Incident Review Meeting (IRM), which is an integral part of the Safety Advisory Committee meeting, is a forum for confidential exchange of safety information
amongst AIA members. The key to the IRM is confidentiality of information, so that
aviation professionals may discuss experiences freely with the sole objective of enhancing safety; the IRM sessions operate under ‘Chatham House Rules’. Five presentations were made at the IRM in July 2010, covering events across light training
aircraft, rotary wing, engineering and air transport operations. The Safety Advisory
Committee strongly encourages more members to come forward with presentations
for the IRM.
The progress on the implementation of a Safety Management System in New Zealand
has been limited as this can only move forward in tandem with the rule development
process by CAA. It is expected that the SMS implementation working group, reporting
to SAC, will make more progress during 2011-2012.
On behalf of SAC, I would like to thank all participants of the 2010 SAC meeting and,
in particular, those who came forward to share their experiences with us at the IRM.
We hope you will continue to support the activities of the Safety Advisory Committee
and attend the SAC meeting at Wellington on 08 July 2011.
Ashok Poduval
Chair
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FLIGHT TRAINING REPORT
It gives me pleasure to present the annual report for 2011, this being the fourth year
of my term as chair of the Flight Training Division (FTD).
It goes without saying, this past year has been unsettling with an outlook of more
turbulence. Our sector has a number of pressing issues ahead that has the potential
to change its current composition. These are as follows:

TAIC Review
Any review with safety is welcomed and against a backdrop of an increased volume
of trainee students, there has been a corresponding increase of accidents and incidents concerning flight training. Accordingly, TAIC invited submissions on matters
relating to civil flying training safety. As from when my report was written, there is no
indication to when the findings will be released. With the recent adoption of Terrain
Awareness and Mountain Flying training we will wait to see if further regulatory additions are to be implemented as a result of this review.

Government Funding of Pilot Training
The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) commissioned a number of consultants in
2010 to report on the efficiency and effectiveness of the pilot training funding system. Due to the confined time and space, the findings of this report were restricted,
but the main conclusions were - that value for money could be improved; payback of
loans is lengthy and costly; training pathways are lengthy, uncertain, costly and variable; private returns outweigh public benefits; an information gap with employment
outcomes and supply and demand is difficult to measure.
Subsequent to this report, the Government declared their concerns with the cost
of servicing student loans relating to pilot training ($0.60 cents in the dollar) and
announced a change with future funding. As part of the Government Budget announcement in 2011, expenditure in this area is to be partially substituted by the
trainee student, where they will be asked to personally fund solo flying hours. Some
would view this as being potentially discriminatory as compared with other tertiary
study options.

ATTTO National Qualification
Corresponding to the TEC commissioned report, ATTTO commissioned Martin and
Jenkins Consultants to complete a more in-depth and industry wide analysis, with
the initial focus on pilot training. The principal outcome of this report was support
for a National Qualification which will illustrate clear employment pathways. Furthermore the national qualification will provide improved standardization and accountability that includes a robust selection model and auditing of the Code of Practice.
The National Qualification is titled New Zealand Diploma in Aviation and will come
into effect from 1 January 2012, with the new Government funding.

Air NZ
After a considerable number of years of research and preparation, Air NZ has finally
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announced the inclusion of ab-initio flight training as part of their suite of training
products within their Aviation Institute. This initiative includes the selected five flight
training organisations across New Zealand who will work in partnership to train aspiring airline pilots.

CPL Issues Table
Aeroplane CPL issued
Year
New Zealand International
2005
203 115 - top 5 source countries
Australia 38 ,Japan 21, UK 19, India 5, Malaysia 4
2006

2007
2008
2009
2010

197 77
Australia 18, UK 17, Japan 10, India 5, Bhutan 3,
South Africa 3
179 120
India 54, UK 13, Australia 10, Oman 9, Japan 7
220 205
India 126, UK 25, Australia 9, Japan 8, Oman 7
269 225
India 128, UK 18, Oman 13, South Africa 10, Japan 6
195 179
India 91, Australia 15, Oman 19, UK 15, Malaysia 8

Helicopter CPL issued
Year
New Zealand International
2005
79 18 - top 3 source countries
Australia 5, UK 5, Japan 2
2006
69 22
Australia 11, UK 5, I each for Brazil, Canada, Jamaica,
Malaysia, South Africa, Zimbabwe
2007
77 23
UK 7, Australia 5, South Africa 3
2008
77 22
Australia 7, UK 6, Japan 3
2009
86 32
UK 9, Australia 6, Ireland 3
2010
93 23
UK 7, Australia, 5, Germany 2, South Africa 3

Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to thank the FTD committee and representatives from
ATTTO, CAA, Airways and ASL for their contributions during the year. A special thank
you to Irene King and AIA staff for their support throughout the year.
Kevin England
Chair
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NZAAA REPORT
It is gratifying to reflect on the many positive aspects over the last 12 months.
It is with cautious optimism that we can look forward to a continuation of increased activity – particularly in fixed wing operations – whilst bearing in mind
volatile economic factors that influence our industry.
14 years ago we decided to take ownership of the issues that we could see looming
around environmental responsibility. However Accreditation, until recent times, has
had a battle to gain acceptance with regulators, clients and therefore operators.
NZAAA accreditation has evolved into AIRCARE – new strategy – new thinking – new
branding. AIRCARE is a whole of industry solution to environmental issues and, a
shining example of taking solutions to the table rather than problems.
The application to the MAF Sustainable Farming fund to co-fund a project to develop
a guidance note for regional authorities to apply environmental standards relating to
aerial application, has been successful. AIRCARE is the foundation block of this project. The objectives are consistent, responsible, enabling environmental rules.
Some of you may have already attended initial stakeholder meetings. There has been
significant buy in from a wide range of stakeholder groups – too many to thank individually however, be assured we very much appreciate your support.
It is with great satisfaction that our industry has continued to significantly improve
our safety record. We should be proud of this achievement and use it to continue to
build a long term safety record that earns the respect of regulators and our peers.
NZAAA membership is changing as companies amalgamate. This directly impacts on
the associations’ income. The 3 year Gold sponsorship agreement with GE Capital
has added financial stability to the Association. We look forward to fostering the
relationship with GE Capital.
The Sustainable Farming Fund project adds further resources to the Association for
the next 3 years. Many of the activities relating to the project will bring additional
benefits to NZAAA and its members. The round of regional meetings will provide the
opportunity to engage with industry participants on a local informal level.
Engaging with members on a one to one basis will be a key function of the new EO,
whose role for AAA is significantly different to that of the past. The role will focus
on member’s needs rather than undertaking technical projects - these will be outsourced and undertaken by individuals or entities that have specific expertise in the
tasks required. Combining the EO’s of NZAAA and NZHA brings value to both Associations in terms of streamlining costs.
There are risks for NZAAA. We must ensure that our equity and autonomy is maintained – particularly for the fixed wing members. NZAAA has always taken leadership
in dealing with the industries issues. The formation of additional autonomous organ-
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isations within the AIA has fundamentally changed the role of AIA. Leadership and
advocacy on industry specific issues is – and should be – driven by the Association.
The current structure of AIA needs to be reviewed with regard to its relationships
between its various Associations, ensuring defined functions and delegations appropriate to today’s needs.
Increasing compliance costs are a real risk to the industry. This was identified as a
concern by many members in the recent survey on the new Part 137 rule. There still
remains a diverse range of views on the need for the new rule. NZAAA has maintained a consistent stance in taking no position – however – we have taken all views
expressed by members to CAA and we continue to do so.
John Maber retires as the EO at the end of July. Frankly there are no words that can
fully describe John’s passion and dedication to our industry. He has made it his business to ensure that pilots, operators and support staff have the technical skills to
competently go about our daily tasks.
John’s technical skills have ensured that regulators are well informed so that reasoned solutions are implemented to the benefit of all stakeholders. This is not lost to
us – John is the Project Manager of the SFF project.
The NZAAA has been the benefactor of John’s commitment to his role as EO. We wish
John and Ruth-Ann the very best in their future endeavours.
Tony Michelle
Chair
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NZAAA EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
The agricultural aviation scene in NZ is one of huge contrast in terms of the
views and opinions of individual operators, the equipment and facilities used,
the attitude and approach of different operators and pilots and the standards
expected and achieved.
It is not surprising that most operators think only about their own businesses and do
not have the luxury of looking too far ahead, or thinking at an “industry good” level.
To still be in business tomorrow is the first objective.

The issues
Two big issues that have emerged are the survival of the fixed wing (FW) topdressing
industry, and long term sustainability and environmental constraints that threaten
the industry. Whilst we have limited ability to influence the current crisis in the topdressing industry, we do have the opportunity to take a proactive approach to the
environmental constraints that will have a significant impact on our business activity.
Currently the only mandated requirement to work as an aerial operator in NZ is to
hold a CAA Pt 137 Operating Certificate. Meeting performance standards for minimizing environmental impacts of aerial agricultural operations is not mandated at
this point, but is essential for long term sustainability. The revised CAR Pt 137 will still
deal only with matters of aviation safety and not with environmental impacts. The
current NZAAA Accreditation programme does deal with environmental impacts, but
the programme is not widely accepted by operators.
If the argument is accepted that it is (adverse) environmental impacts that most
threaten the future of agricultural aviation in NZ, then the observation of a very experienced fixed wing operator sums up the situation very well. He said “not being
accredited will not stop me going to work tomorrow, but it will in 10 years”. My only
comment is I am not sure we have got 10 years.

Local pilot/operator meetings
Industry efforts to address issues are often frustrated by operators dealing only with
the things that affect them in the here and now and not as it will affect them in the
future or the industry as a whole. Because every participant in ag aviation is, or will
be affected by tougher environmental standards and requirements, a series of pilot
meetings was held – eleven venues from Auckland to Gore, to get discussion of some
serious challenges to the future of the ag aviation industry.
Almost 100 pilots and operators attended. While there was a big range of views
expressed in the eleven meetings, there was general acceptance that mitigating environmental impacts from aerial operations was vital and could pose a severe threat to
the future of the industry. There was also a consistent view that Accreditation, given
the faults and criticisms of the current scheme, should be revised as needed and marketed as the means by which the industry can show compliance in terms of the means
used to mitigate environmental impacts.
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Environmental impacts important
The need to deal with environmental impacts of aerial application is clear. The best
way to achieve that is not so obvious. In some cases the idea of self administration
was embraced and the discussion turned to the detail of how that would work. In
other cases it was rejected out of hand as unworkable and too costly. Also, uncertainty around the option of including environmental standards in the exposition that
will be required under the revised Part 137 remains. However, the pilot meetings
provided a good opportunity for debate and discussion of the issues in preparation
for some tough decisions that will need to be made.
Resourcing the work needed in the environmental area led to an application to the
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry Sustainable Farming Fund (SFF) for a project application initial title “Environmental Impacts of Agricultural Aviation”. Submitted in
October 2010, the planned project was aimed at two main objectives:
a) To raise the knowledge and understanding of policy makers and plan		
ners in relation to agricultural aviation practice, and
b) To incorporate industry best practice and Codes of Practice into a 			
Rural Activities Guidance note, which is part of the MfE Quality Plan		
ning initiative.
An industry partnership with regulatory authorities will deliver plan regimes that are
consistent, and enable the industry to operate in a sustainable manner, using best
practice, while delivering good environmental outcomes
If successful a second more detailed application will be called for by February with the
outcome known by April 2011

The NZAAA Conference 2010
The NZAAA Conference was in Palmerston Nth, and again part of Aviation Week. With
a Conference theme of “Doing nothing is not an option” the focus was – and will be
for the foreseeable future, on managing environmental impacts.
Among the highlights were the session on the first morning, beginning with the Chairman’s address, followed by a very informative presentation by Graeme Mulligan of
Landcorp, where he clearly showed that there must be a viable ag aviation industry
in the future. The Forum that followed covered what lies ahead as the changes are
rung in the “environmental regulators” that have such an important influence on our
industry - MfE, EPA, ERMA, MAF, and Regional Councils. An important message in all
of that was that we can influence the changes in store so that hopefully we can get a
more sensible set of operating rules with respect to the environment. The NZAAA Accreditation programme will change, but it will become increasingly important as the
public standard by which the industry operates.
Another highlight was the Friday morning session at Ohakea – particularly the presentation on pilot attitude by Jim Rankin, and of course a look around the base at some
of the aircraft.

Numbers attending down
In general, the numbers attending were down. Cost, timing, location, apathy, and
the programme not relevant were some of the reasons given for not attending. CAA
representation was also down - to about a third of what it was 2 years ago.
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the programme not relevant were some of the reasons given for not attending. CAA
representation was also down - to about a third of what it was 2 years ago.
There is no doubt that the “Aviation Week” concept is successful if judged by the
number of Trade Exhibits for example, but it may also be the reason for some of the
trends in the statistics. Overall the Conference was enjoyable and successful, and it
underlined the old saying, or was it a song, that “the times they are a-changing...”

NZAAA Awards
In its way this was another highlight of the Conference. Two awards were made, the
first to Paul Wiseman of Rural Air Services (1986) Ltd. This award was really about
commitment -Paul has been in this industry for nearly 40 years with a large part of
that with Rural Air Services as ground support crew – the term loader driver doesn’t
seem adequate
The second award was to Alan Beck of Beck Helicopters Ltd. Alan’s response to receiving this award was a spirited off-the-cuff rendition of Recondita armonia, which,
we all of course knew, is the first romanza in the opera Tosca, by Giacomo Puccini. It
is sung by the painter, Mario Cavaradossi, when comparing his love, Tosca, to a lady
he was painting. Quite how Alan got tangled up with all that we don’t know but the
man can sing.

Industry support
The advocacy role for the industry is vital. Such advocacy must be credible and well
informed and it must be maintained. The best advocate for the industry is the people in it – pilots and operators, and that advocacy also needs to be around the Executive Committee table. With the establishment of the NZ Helicopter Association
(NZHA) came the question of what support at the industry level may be needed,
and how best to provide it. Obviously many NZHA members are also agricultural
operators so, as a well established industry association, the NZAAA experience was
relevant. Based on this experience, one of the first actions recommended and taken
up by NZHA was to find out what members thought – what did they want or need? In
a word, it is to communicate with members, which involves at least as much listening
as it does talking.

Executive Officer
A good short summary of the role of an NZAAA Executive Officer is:
“to work with the Executive to protect and advance the interests of agricultural aviation by identifying and dealing with what most threatens the future of the industry”
Without an effective and committed Executive, the EO and hence the Association
would be ineffective. In dealing with the issues that may affect or threaten the industry we need to identify the key people, recognize and understand what they do, how
they work and what they want or need to achieve, and then work with them to get
outcomes that suit us both. Effective communication is the key to that.

Communication
NZAAA represents a relatively small industry in terms of numbers – about 106 Pt 137
Certificate holders (operators) which translates to maybe 300 – 350 people directly
involved, yet the lack of an accurate and current database of NZAAA members, particularly email addresses, constrains the ability to contact operators by the most effective and efficient means available
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There are some big issues facing the industry and individual operators. Operators
and pilots tend to be individuals who are used to making their own decisions, and if
they do discuss any issues it will likely be with other operators who are far enough
away not to be a competitor. Some of these issues, for example; the ideas behind
self-administration, are complex, but it is vital that they are understood, which means
we need better communication – in other words one on one or in small groups. We
need to give operators a chance to discuss it so they can then form their own view.
There is other evidence that better communication would be good. Reports from
industry service providers indicate that more direct help to members through more
frequent visits by the NZAAA Executive Officer, either one on one or through small,
local pilot/operator meetings would be well received and incidentally would also go
a long way to providing an incentive to be a member. There is a cost to that however.

NZAAA membership
Membership of NZAAA appears to be static, and may even be falling. With 106 Pt 137
Certificate holders, it means NZAAA represents just over half (53%) of agricultural
operators by number. It also puts into question what % of industry capability NZAAA
currently represents.
A number of reasons are given for the low and perhaps declining membership, but it
does suggest that ultimately the operator does not see the value to their operation
from being a member. We need to change that so that membership is seen as being
an asset to the aerial application operation.

Technical support
Many operators are looking for more immediate assistance with the various issues
they confront daily in running their business. Some of this is to do with the compliance requirements (CAA), but much of it is support in technical areas such as application systems and the options available in spray nozzle selection, for example. The
pending introduction of the revised CAR Part 137 along with the requirement for an
exposition will add to the bureaucratic load for operators. It also presents an opportunity to attract members by providing service and support that will add value to the
operators business which cannot be obtained elsewhere. Three specific technical
areas that would benefit from this approach are:
• NZAAA Accreditation
• Chemical Ratings (a prerequisite for all aerial application under the new Pt 137
• Aerial application pattern testing – liquids and solids
A more direct involvement with operators would also produce better feedback on
issues which otherwise would get little or no response.

More challenges ahead
The economic cost per area applied to farmers for aerial application is rising faster
then inflation or farm produce prices. Ag aircraft are being forced to be operated to
almost the same standard as air transport aircraft. This is pushing up operation costs
making ag aircraft un-competitive against other forms of application. If you operate
the same aircraft on both air transport and ag and think that the two operations
should meet the same standards, think again. The rest of the world doesn’t allow this
to happen, but it could happen here. Watch what happens over the next few years.
The recession is still real and with the bad weather the losses to both operators and
clients are huge and going to be felt for a few years yet.
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The amount of farming area that is going to be lost to forestry under the carbon credit scheme could have a devastating impact on ag aviation. For example, at present
a farmer may have a number of steeper areas on his farm that he uses a helicopter
or plane to spray and fertilize, but all the flat to rolling country is done with a ground
truck due to the lower costs. The government is now going to pay that farmer to plant
pine trees then pay him over $500.00 per ha for the next 30 years. No more work for
ag aviation.

The team
Again I offer my thanks to Irene King and the AIA staff - Bob Feasey and Anton Marchenko and to the Executive Committee, in particular the Chairman Tony Michelle and
Vice Chairman Graeme Martin for their support and help during the year. It seems
every year there are a fresh set of challenges and every year they are met by the
team.

Pilots and operators
Aerial application was the topic of an OECD Pesticide Risk Reduction Seminar in
2009. One Seminar recommendation was to develop a short OECD code of best/good
practices for aerial application. Early in 2010 a request for existing documents from
regulatory authorities on aerial application codes of good/best practices for aerial
application, including aerial spray drift reduction aspects, current research, methodologies, up-to-date practices, guide books was received in NZ.
Our response easily satisfied the request. It was to send the checklist used in the Accreditation programme for aerial spraying, which is a good indication of the requirements to be met, along with a copy of the contents pages from the National Certificate which is what a pilot needs to have in order to get the chemical rating - required
by CAA. Being an “ag pilot” continues to be a tough job, carried out in a demanding
environment. It is worth remembering that the NZ ag pilot is regarded as the best in
the business in some of the work they do.
I have indicated my intention to relinquish the role of Executive Officer, effective from
July 2011. While I will no longer have any formal connection with the industry I hope
to continue my association with it. It has been rewarding and a pleasure.
J Maber
Executive Officer
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NZ HELICOPTER ASSOCIATION REPORT
It is with pleasure that I report on the first six months in this role.
The appointment of an Executive Officer was an outcome of the workshops that were
run around the country when members went through a SWOT analysis of helicopter
operations. Not only were the now well known threats identified, members were
asked who they wanted to address the various issues. In the case of the first four
threats there was a lot of support to have the issues addressed by the industry association. And so the role was born.
The biggest threat was losing access and privileges because of the noise we make.
This has been addressed in part by developing the Noise Abatement Code of Practice
which involved significant consultation. This is our industry’s first code of practice
that has been developed in partnership with a regulator – in this case the Department of Conservation. Essentially they had a problem and we took them the solution.
But the code was only part of the solution and there was a need to have it sitting in
a robust management system. Coincidentally, NZAAA was looking to rebrand NZAAA
Accreditation and so the AIRCARE™ Environmental Management System was born.
The development of AIRCARE™ has taken up a great deal of energy over the last seven
months and it is great that it is now operational following the launch at Parliament
10th May 2011. The fact that DOC has mandated AIRCARE™ Accreditation as a condition for access to the land they administer means that we have a win, win situation.
We operate to best practice in respect to noise and DOC not only gets better noise
protection for its visitors, but we get guaranteed access.
After much deliberation an SMS Manual was chosen to sit atop the AIRCARE™ Program because it was felt that with CAA soon to mandate SMS for GA Operators we
would be bringing members real value if we introduced them to the major elements
of SMS beforehand. The SMS elements that AIRCARE™ has adopted are QA and Risk
Management. In many cases operators will be using these systems already and for
those who are not, their introduction now permits a more graduated integration into
SMS than would have otherwise been the case.
In addition to the AIRCARE™ work, SoP’s for Frost Fighting and cellphone use have
been developed and circulated to members and at its May meeting NZHA Executive
agreed that an AIRCARE™ Code of Practice for Fire Fighting would be developed. The
fire fighting code will again be developed in a partnership - this time with the National
Rural Fire Authority (NRFA). And why would this code need to be developed? Problems with both safety and performance have been identified by our industry and by
NRFA. The code is intended to bring a set of national operating protocols together
that will bring substantial safety benefits to us and performance benefits to NRFA.
NRFA is looking for better bang for its buck, so changes have to be made – that is not
optional, but by developing this code in partnership, benefits to members are guaranteed.
NZHA is trying to work with CAA to bring better outcomes for members. We look
forward to the time when more stability in the CAA Rotary Unit enables us to make
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safety gains for you.
In August this year the roles of the Executive Officers for NZHA and NZAAA are being
combined. I would like to give you an assurance that the focus will be on continuing
to deliver benefits and value to members. Because that is what this role is about.
When faced with a decision, the question is always asked, “Does this bring value to
members?” If it does, we will try and make it happen - if it doesn’t, it will be dropped
off the radar.
May I offer my thanks for the support received from Lloyd Matheson and the NZHA
Executive Committee, Irene King, Bob and Anton. I should also like to thank John Maber for the close working relationship we have enjoyed and wish him all the very best
for the future.
John Sinclair
Executive Officer
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TOURIST FLIGHT OPERATOR’S REPORT
It has been another demanding year for tourist operators. Most share in the
same frustrations with the seemingly never ending unsettled weather patterns – with the odd good spells few and far between.
Visitor numbers, and particularly those spending on higher cost options, have continued to languish and unprecedented events world wide have all had an impact. However, the satisfaction of experiencing passengers’ buzz and enjoyment out of tourist
flights never diminishes and is one of the deeply rewarding aspects of the industry.
Just as when it is really busy, when things are quiet it is vital that the enthusiasm and
quality of delivery and passenger service are maintained.
Environmental: All members should be aware of the considerable work that has
been going on with an Environmental Code of Practice under the Aircare banner. Also
developments of SMS programme templates and content advice.
We have John Sinclair to thank particularly for the work he has been doing in these
areas and TFO/AIA members should be taking careful note of likely requirements for
a formal Environmental Code of Practice and Noise Abatement procedures when
applying for, or operating DOC concessions. User Groups like the Mount Cook and
Westland National Parks Resident Operators have had a Code of Practice in place for
many years and individual operators have done significant work in this area.
Part 125 Aircraft: There are a number of Part 125 aircraft being used on VFR scenic
operations and consideration for this comparatively small, but important niche operation needs to be a crucial component of planning rule changes and closer alignment
of Part 125 with Part 121. With aircraft noise, and mitigation a serious issue for scenic
tourist operators, the investment in larger aircraft and quieter power plants needs to
be encouraged and fostered. It is essential that any rule changes do not make it difficult for VFR tourist operators to viably operate this sort of machinery.
It is also important that authorities issuing permits or concessions recognise the benefits of operators investing in quieter technology and/or larger machines and that
agreements need to be secure and long term to provide the confidence to upgrade.
We are very aware that there has been little opportunity to meet as a group and will
try to bring members together in the near future for a general catch up and to consider some of the issues in front of us.
Congratulations to all on another year of safe flying and business in the face of pretty
serious challenges, and all the best for the year ahead.
Richard Rayward
Chair TFO
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AVIATION COMMUNITY
ADVISORY GROUP REPORT
Established in 2005 to provide CAA and MOT with cross-community input to
assist with the rules development process, ACAG is an 11 member group with
6 elected members and 5 permanent seats. It meets 3 times per year and
continues to maintain the positive working relationship it has developed with
both the CAA and MOT.
If one word were to be used to sum up the last 12 months for ACAG it would be ‘frustration’. Frustration that despite significant focus being applied to just about every
step of the rulemaking process in order to improve its timeliness, the goal of having
all components moving in the same direction at the same time remains elusive.
The concerns that were emerging in 2010 regarding the delaying impacts of the government’s better regulation and less regulation policy have unfortunately become
a reality within aviation rulemaking. In order to conform to this policy, all existing
rulemaking projects have been subjected to retrospective assessment of their costs,
benefits, and overall impact. This has resulted in the rules development process entering the equivalent of a large holding pattern whilst each project is scrutinised. As a
result we have seen four rules projects removed totally from the programme, and because of the extra workload that this assessment entails it has recently been decided
that no additional rules development projects will be added to the programme for
FY2012. In the future it can be expected that this assessment of regulatory impacts
will occur prior to commencement of any rules development project. I am optimistic
that once this step is put at the front end of the process we will see more focussed
rules projects which will hopefully facilitate speedier passage through the system.
In recent months the MOT have undertaken the Transport Rules Redesign Project,
which is an attempt to draw together the positive aspects of rules development undertaken by the land, sea, and air transport agencies. The outcomes of this project
are yet to be released however it is hoped that it will bring some longer term clarity
to how better regulation and less regulation requirements are going to interface with
rules development in the real world.
ACAG’s stated position that aviation rules are an element of the infrastructure which
enables aviation activity to occur contributed to the Minister of Transport’s decision
to increase funding for aviation rules development for FY2011 by $75,000. Against a
backdrop of reduced government expenditure this was a positive result for aviation.
In addition to continued efforts to improve the overall rules development process,
two particular initiatives are viewed by ACAG as having particular moment over the
coming year.
Performance Based Navigation (PBN) was the subject of significant action in order
to deliver New Zealand’s PBN implementation plan prior to the ICAO imposed 31
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December 2009 deadline. Since then, visible progress with this matter has slowed
considerably. The safety, commercial, and environmental benefits of PBN within the
aviation community are well understood and ACAG will continue to seek the development of enabling rules for this technology.
Safety Management Systems (SMS) introduction is heralded by ICAO as the next major step in reducing aviation accidents worldwide. Inextricably linked to SMS are the
issues of appropriate use of safety data, and the establishment of a just and fair culture within the aviation community. New Zealand has made good progress towards
developing rules to implement SMS, however ACAG has some concerns regarding
progress towards addressing these linked issues. SMS is a data driven system, it relies
on an uninhibited flow of data from all aspects of an aviation organisation to enable
sound analysis and decisions to be made that reduce risk. Without clear guidelines
as to who can access and what use can be made of such data a real risk exists that
its flow will be inhibited and the overall SMS initiative compromised. Similarly, the
adoption of a just and fair culture across aviation is necessary to achieve the safety
improvements that SMS offers. It is essential that a climate of trust is developed in
which people are encouraged to provide safety related information, but in which
they are also clear about where the line is drawn between acceptable and unacceptable behaviour. Without clearly dealing with these issues SMS is doomed to failure,
ACAG will continue to seek timely progress towards an enduring introduction of SMS
in New Zealand aviation.
At the 2010 ACAG election forum Brian Whelan retired as Chairman. Brian had
chaired ACAG since its formation and his guidance and steadying influence throughout the establishment of the group has been greatly appreciated.
Qwilton Biel
Qwilton is AIA’s representative on ACAG.
Operations Manager of Auckland Air Charter Ltd.
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AVIATION NEW ZEALAND LTD REPORT
Aviation New Zealand now has three full years behind it, but many of the challenges associated with building a fully sustainable business model remain.
Developing collaborative business opportunities achieved greater focus, the
sector by market focus concept was further developed and we have started
developing longer term market engagement plans.
The growth potential of the NZ aviation industry was confirmed with the publication of the New Horizons Report in June 2010. The report valued the NZ industry at
$9.7bn with exports of $3.8bn and predicted the industry could grow to $14.9bn (exports $6.2bn) by 2015 with the right policy, development and promotional settings.
The international economy and international aviation markets continued to improve
during 2010/11, even if the growth rates were slower than expected. The major
focus markets of India, China and China however, experienced strong growth and
progress was made on development work in each market.
Aviation NZ made a loss of $25,562 ($10,628 surplus in 2009/10) and finished the
year with a negative equity of $5512. Contracts on hand at year end and into the
new financial year meant the company remained solvent. Income of $95,715 compared with $80,489 the previous year, but expenses almost doubled to $121,676
because Aviation NZ became responsible for all costs (in previous years, NZ Trade and
Enterprise had contributed towards the Chief Executive’s salary). At year’s end there
were 29 financial members, 4 up on the previous year.

Growing the New Zealand Aviation Profile
Aviation NZ participated in the Minister Brownlee Aviation Mission to China in June
2010 and provided input to the company meetings and workshops held in Beijing,
Tianjin and Shanghai.
A 10 company New Zealand aviation display was organised at the Association of
South Pacific Airlines Conference in Auckland on 11 November 2010. A display jointly organised with the NZ Airports Association for the ICAO – ACI AMPAP Conference
in Auckland the previous month was cancelled when a number of delegates failed to
gain visitor visas in time.
Aviation presentations were given to a number of conferences and delega tions including the Association of South Pacific Airlines in Honiara and Auckland; Chinese
Civil Aviation Authority in Beijing, Shanghai and Auckland; the Indonesian Government Flight Training School in Wellington; NZ Defence Industry Conference in Wellington; and a Turkish Government and Business Association mission in Wellington.
Presentations were given to the Aviation Industry Association Conference in Palmerston North and international development workshops were held with groups of
Aviation Services companies (October and March) and Flight Trainers (March).
NZ Aviation media backgrounders were provided to the aviation media in Australia,
Singapore, India, China and New Zealand. Following requests from NZ companies, a
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generic presentation was put together for all Aviation NZ members on the NZ aviation industry. This allows the companies to make consistent comments about the
size and potential of the industry.

Building Collaborative Business Opportunities
Developing new business opportunities of scale, beyond the capabilities of individual
New Zealand companies was a major justification for the creation of Aviation New
Zealand. It is clear that the identification and validation of opportunities, developing
solutions and eventually securing work is taking longer than the Board had originally
hoped. By year’s end, intensive engagement had been achieved on several proposals. Opportunities exist in fast growing markets (e.g. India, China and Vietnam) and
in developed markets (EU and North America) where companies are looking for lower cost options.

Integrating Companies into Global Supply Chains
Aviation New Zealand participated in a Lockheed Martin Supply Chain Seminar in
Wellington and spoke at another supply chain conference in Auckland. It is actively
involved in developing a precision engineering supply chain for a German/British customer, but the concept can be generalised and used to target other primes.

Facilitating Regulatory Change
Aviation NZ helped facilitate industry input to the proposed India/New Zealand Free
Trade Agreement negotiations and to the NZ/EU Open Skies Negotiations. It has
also become involved in championing the appointment of more approved medical
examiners in key pilot training markets, the removal of GST on training contracts
with overseas airlines and supporting the development of a procurement policy in
New Zealand that encourages the development of New Zealand industry (in close
consultation with the Defence Industry Association and the Defence Industry Council
of New Zealand).

The Funding Model
Aviation New Zealand obtains income from supporter subscriptions, fee for services
provided and is building in a small percentage for successful collaborative bids. Over
time, it is expected that the fees earned from successful bids will fund the organisation. Membership fees were deliberately set low so as not to cannibalise Aviation
Industry Association membership, but this has created some funding challenges.

Industry Amalgamation
Aviation NZ is participating in the work being undertaken with the Aviation Industry
Association and the Aviation Cluster to develop one overall aviation organisation.

Other
The Board remained unchanged - Ashley Smout (Airways Corporation) chairman,
John Jones (CTC Aviation), Neal Garnett, (EADS Rep for New Zealand) and Mike Flanagan (Air New Zealand) as an advisor to the Board. Aviation NZ benefited from its
close working relationship with the AIA and also with New Zealand Trade and Enterprise – this included advisory input and financial support for activities undertaken
during the year.
John Nicholson
Chief Executive
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AVIATION, TOURISM AND TRAVEL
TRAINING ORGANISATION REPORT
Aviation was a focus for ATTTO in 2011. Two major projects were completed, in conjunction with industry partners, which will help the sector build a stronger and better
skilled workforce. As the industry training organisation for aviation, ATTTO also continued to promote the diverse careers and training opportunities on offer, and helped
people in aviation upskill through specialised on-the-job training

The Aviation Map of Provision and Changes to Pilot Training
In 2010 ATTTO worked closely with the Aviation Industry Association (AIA), Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), Air New Zealand, Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF), tertiary
training providers and other industry partners, to review training needs for the aviation sector. Findings were summarised in the 2010 Aviation Strategic Training Plan
and Map of Provision.
This project identified a number of issues around pilot training in New Zealand that
needed to be addressed as a priority. This became the focus of a further programme
to streamline pilots’ qualifications (ATTTO investment close to $200,000).
The work around pilots’ qualifications was guided by an industry steering group led
by independent chair Brian Whelan. The two resulting New Zealand Diplomas in Aviation (Pilots) will replace 28 regional qualifications and be among the first to deliver
on government objectives to reduce the number of registered tertiary qualifications
on offer in New Zealand.
The new qualifications will provide consistency and cohesiveness around pilot training in New Zealand. They will help channel graduate pilots into employment, by ensuring they have the skills and experience needed by each area of the aviation industry. They provide a staircase into the Massey University qualification and are also
intended to help stave off government threats to cancel funding for pilot training.
In 2011 ATTTO will lead similar work to review aviation engineering qualifications.

Development of Risk and Safety Management Diplomas
A second project saw ATTTO work with the AIA, CAA and Australian risk management
specialists Aerosafe Risk Management to develop three specialised, executive-level
diplomas covering Risk Management, Safety Management Systems, and Regulatory
Oversight and Governance.
Due to be launched in mid-2011, this suite of three National Diplomas in Aviation
will help embed world class risk and safety management standards and practices
across the New Zealand aviation industry. These are the first specialist aviation safety
management qualifications to be quality assured and registered by the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority (NZQA). They will also set a benchmark for the development
of nationally recognised safety and risk management qualifications internationally.
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Around 200 trainees are expected to commence these diplomas in 2011.

New Training Options for Ramp Operators and Aircraft Cleaners
ATTTO worked with Air New Zealand and Menzies Aviation in 2010 to develop a National Certificate in Aviation (Aircraft Cleaning) at Level 2 on the New Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF), which includes embedded literacy skill development.
New resources were also developed in conjunction with Air New Zealand and Menzies for the National Certificate in Aviation (Ramp Operations) (Level 3), which was
registered with NZQA in 2009. More than 300 ground crew were registered for this
qualification in 2010.

Training Ambassador Awards
Three representatives from the aviation industry were recognised for their commitment to and advocacy for workplace training in 2010:
Mary-Anne Sievers – Airways Corporation New Zealand
Mary-Anne championed the development of new Air Traffic Con trol Diplomas in conjunction with ATTTO. Since their launch in 2009, more than 150
trainees have already completed training in the new diplomas.
Dean Greenhill – Safe Air Limited
Dean was instrumental in ensuring Safe Air employees had the opportunity
to further their careers during a difficult period for this organisation. Dean
assisted 60 trainees to complete qualifications in the lead up to redundancies
and took steps to ensure all staff had formal recognition of their skills that
they could take with them to other employers.
Wattie Solomon – Hawke’s Bay Aviation
Wattie has worked closely with ATTTO for many years, since being signed up
as one of the organisation’s first industry assessors. He is an active member of
the Aviation Training Council convened by ATTTO and has been an advocate
for training in his workplace, supporting numerous trainees through training.
He also supports NMIT pilot training and the Aviation Gateway programme
for school students.

Inspiring young people
School and Gateway programmes
ATTTO works with teachers, careers advisors and Gateway Coordinators from 230
secondary schools around the country to promote aviation career pathways.
Around 80 senior secondary school students took their first steps into aviation with
ATTTO’s Gateway programme in 2010. ATTTO works with AeroClubs and other aviation workplaces to offer work experience placements for school students, giving
them the opportunity to gain a taste of the industry while working towards aviation
unit standards at Level 2. The popularity of this programme is expected to grow in
2011, with more interest from students and growing support from aero clubs.

NZSkillsConnect
The online careers and training portal – www.nzskillsconnect.co.nz – provides a hub
for students and other people wanting to explore career and training pathways in
the aviation sector. NZSkillsConnect is jointly owned and managed by ATTTO and the
Hospitality Standards Institute.
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In 2010 NZSkillsConnect launched the Ultimate Work Experience, which gives school
students the chance to experience ATTTO’s industries for a day. The first Ultimate
Work Experience saw two senior school students travel to Auckland to spend a day
with Air New Zealand, Auckland International Airport and Airways Corporation.

Scholarships
In 2010 ATTTO also awarded aviation scholarships, which will help recipients further
their careers in aviation through training:
• Aviation Flying Start - Daniel Cornwall - Southland Boys High School, Invercargill
• Aviation Next Step - Greg Nicholas - Nelson Marlborough Institute of Technology,
Woodbourne
• Aviation Upskill - Daniel Mclaughlan - Altitude Aerospace Interiors, Auckland
• Aviation Upskill - Junior Ah Wong – Aorere College, Manukau

Aviation training statistics - 2010
Number of trainees: 2,099
Modern apprentices (MAs): 180
Workplaces with active trainees/MAs: 67
In 2010, ATTTO directly invested $1.041 million in supporting the aviation sector. The
breakdown of investments is as follows:
Qualification Development: $642,270
Subsidies and Grants: $207,460
Industry Events: $19,000
Other Projects: $157,000
Supporting Employment Pathways $15,700
Elizabeth Valentine
Chief Executive
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The last 12 months has been a far more stable period for ASL and its parent company ASPEQ following a number of previously reported organisational changes.
The focus this year has been one of ensuring internal systems and IT platforms are
world class and fit for the emerging business growth. An example of this is Tasman 3,
the newly created exam booking software that went live in November 2010 in Singapore. This coincided with the commencement of computer delivery of AME exams to
CAAS and at the time of writing ASPEQ has delivered well over 1200 exams in Singapore and expects to deliver 5000 in the year ending November 2011. Tasman 3 will
be implemented in New Zealand and Australia during the mid part of 2011 and bring
with it enhanced user features for candidates, better reporting and new features for
group bookings by training organisations.
During the past year we have significantly restructured 14 exams to provide greater
curriculum coverage as required by CAA. New questions are monitored closely and
feedback listened to, which ensures the exams are consistent and fair. Now that
computer delivery of exams to professional pilots is well and truly embedded we are
turning our attention to the question of computer delivery for PPL exams, remaining
conscious of the need to maintain the wide access across NZ currently experienced
with paper based delivery. We have also been working hard on developing JAR flight
crew question banks for international business in Asia and the Middle East, with Singapore most likely to be the first customer late in 2011.
As well as the Tasman and JAR projects ASPEQ is looking at options to replace its
exam delivery software and is intending to be one of the first organisations to seek
ICAO endorsement of its English language testing products as required by the 2010
mandated ICAO rule changes.
ASPEQ is focussed on growth both globally and through other industry sectors to
provide greater diversified resilience from the cyclic nature of aviation. Over the past
10 months ASPEQ has delivered nearly 3500 exams to financial advisers to meet the
July 2011 deadline. This project provides greater confidence in our ability to start
a question bank from scratch and deliver under an externally published deadline.
A similar process is occurring with builders where we have delivered about 5000
exams this year and expect this to double over the next year before falling to a maintenance level after that. Other occupational groups such as plumbers and electrical
workers are possible sectors being explored for the future.
Globally we have commenced delivery of AME exams in Singapore, are closing in on
similar work in Malaysia and have delivered exams in Hong Kong, Macau and Mauritius and several Pacific Island nations. Potential work in the UK and several Middle
East locations are being explored for the following 12 months as well as extending
our reach in Asia based on continued service in New Zealand and Australia. Global
growth provides the ability to provide world-class services to the New Zealand industry through the returns provided from being an international business.
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Over the past three months ASPEQ has commenced a structured monthly customer
satisfaction survey of aviation and transport candidates and it has been pleasing to
see that more than 70% of candidates believe we deliver good or excellent service
and we will be working hard to increase this performance over time. ASPEQ is one
of four companies to have been shortlisted for the Global Gold business awards and
whether it wins the category at the awards ceremony on the 18th of May or not, its
nomination is recognition of excellence and helps ASPEQ become more visible in the
business sector in Wellington.
While the Board membership has remained unchanged over the past 12 months, the
senior leadership team has been joined by Ian White as CFO, Richard Low as GM ASL
Pty in Canberra and myself as CEO following the retirement (although retirement apparently does not really describe what Dale is up to) of Dale Webb.
Bruce Heesterman
Chief Executive
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Members of Aviation Industry Association Incorporated
We have audited the financial statements of Aviation Industry Association Incorporated
(“the association”) on pages 36 to 46 which comprise the Statement of Financial Performance and Statement of Movements in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2011, a Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2011 and notes to the financial statements, including a statement of accounting policies.

Council’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
The Council are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand and
for such internal control as the Council determine is necessary to enable the preparation
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (New
Zealand). Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our adverse audit opinion on the financial statements.
Other than our capacity as auditor we have no relationship with, or interests in, the association or any of its subsidiaries.
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Basis for Adverse Opinion on the Financial Statements
Equity Accounting for ASPEQ Limited
As stated in Notes 1(i) & 9 of the financial statements, the association has equity accounted
for its investment in Aspeq Limited at 30 June 2010, which is a period of nine months prior
to the association’s balance date. This is a departure from Financial Reporting Standard No.
38: Accounting for Investments in Associates, which requires that the difference between
the reporting dates of Aspeq Limited and the association be no more than three months
apart when using the equity accounting method. The effects on the financial statements of
the failure to equity account Aspeq results at 31 March 2011 have not been determined.

Consolidated Financial Statements not prepared
As stated in Notes 1(i) & 9 of the financial statements, the association has not consolidated
the financial statements of subsidiary Aviation New Zealand Limited, even though this company is controlled by the association. This is a departure from Financial Reporting Standard No. 37: Consolidating Investments in Subsidiaries, which requires all entities that are
controlled by the association to be consolidated in the association’s financial statements.
Had Aviation New Zealand Limited been consolidated, many elements in the association’s
financial statements would have been affected. The effects on the financial statements of
the failure to consolidate have not been determined.

Adverse Opinion on the Financial Statements
In our opinion, because of the significance of the matters discussed in the Basis for Adverse
Opinion paragraph, the financial statements on pages 36 to 46
• do not comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand;
• do not fairly reflect the financial position of the association as at 31 March 2011 and its
financial performance for the year then ended.

Emphasis of Matter
We draw attention to Note 13 of the financial statements which indicates the association
incurred a net deficit of $123,454 for the year ended 31 March 2011, and, as of that date,
the association’s current liabilities exceed its current assets by $62,772. These conditions
indicate the existence of some uncertainty about the association’s ability to continue as a
going concern. However, the council of the association is satisfied that it is appropriate for
the financial statements to be prepared using the going concern assumption. Consequently,
our audit opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

Markhams Miller Dean Audit | Chartered Accountants | Wellington New Zealand
31 May 2011
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AVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC

Statement of Financial Performance
for the year ended 31 March 2011

REVENUE
Membership Subcription and Levies
Professional Fees
Dividends Received
Grants and Donations
Interest Received
Conference Income
Sundry Income

2011

2010

Note

$

$

3

301,539
104,805
50,000
4,014
306,212
3,443

319,601
45,443
50,000
13,808
2,088
308,865
6,766

770,013

746,570

1,472
6,795
1,455
9,035
11,904
(777)
2,969
195,592
4,842
3,227
4,027

1,116
1,100
7,886
4,453
7,325
11,000
1,045
3,042
205,834
(2,822)
3,853
2,266
1,698

7,514
10,016
4,170
3,500

1,284
3,895
4,373
3,077
2,875

4

5

Total Income
Less Expenses
Accident Compensation Levy
Accreditation
Accountancy Fees
Advertising
Annual Report
Audit Fees
Bad and Doubtful Debts
Bank Charges
Conference Expenses
Loss on Disposal of Fixed Assets
Depreciation & Amortisation
Discount Allowed
Entertainment
General Expenses
Honorarium
Insurance
Interest
IT Support

7 &8

This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the Financial Statements, and the Audit Report.
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2011

2010

$

$

2,347
9,900
9,507
6,280
2,503
3,782
38,642
11,040
42,890
789
4,056
6,780
37,098
345,206
5,100

6,089
3,176
17,404
7,897
1,308
4,414
31,081
2,760
30,876
878
3,259
7,915
29,927
341,338
1,387

Total Expenses

791,661

753,010

(DEFICIT)/SURPLUS BEFORE TAX

(21,648)

(6,440)

Share of Results in ASPEQ Limited
Share of Results in Aviation New
Zealand Limited

(80,756)
(21,050)

(178,929)
21,050

(123,454)

(164,319)

Note

Less Expenses continued
Legal Expenses
Light Power & heating
Meeting Expenses
Office Expenses
Other Divisional Expenses
Postage
Printing and Stationery
Rent
Rent - Equipment
Seminar Expenses
Sponsorship
Subcriptions
Telephone, Tolls & Internet
Travelling Expenses
Wasges and Salaries
Website Expenses

NET (DEFICIT)/SURPLUS

10

This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the Financial Statements, and the Audit Report.
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AVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC

Statement of Movements in Equity
for the year ended 31 March 2011

2011

2010

$

$

1,291,195

1,453,617

(123,454)
-

(164,319)
1,897

Total recognised revenued and expenses

(123,454)

(162,422)

EQUITY AT 31 MARCH 2011

1,167,741

1,291,195

EQUITY AT 31 MARCH 2010
SURPLUS AND REVALUATIONS
Net (Deficit)/Surplus
Movements in Revaluation Reserves

This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the Financial Statements, and the Audit Report.
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Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 March 2011

2011

2010

Note

$

$

6

30,717
19
3
34,720
3,300
2,000

18,402
40
3,842
3
12,448
889
2,000

70,759

37,624

3,518
7,742
1,219,253

2,120
7,410
1,321,059

Total Non Current Assets

1,230,513

1,330,589

TOTAL ASSETS

1,301,272

1,368,213

4,192
16,824
47,088
65,427

4,065
43,392
29,561

Total Current Liabilities

133,531

77,018

TOTAL LIABILITIES

133,531

77,018

1,167,741

1,291,195

1,897
1,165,844

1,897
1,289,298

1,167,741

1,291,195

CURRENT ASSETS
Bank Accounts
Petty Cash
GST Refund
Taxation Refund
Accounts Receivable
Prepayments
Related Parties Balances

Total Current Assets
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Fixed Assets
Intangible Assets
Investments in Associates and Subsidiaries

7
8
9

CURRENT LIABILITIES
GST Payable
Accounts Payable
Other Accrual and Payables
Income in Advance

NET ASSETS
Represented by:
EQUITY
Reserves
Members Funds

TOTAL MEMBERS EQUITY

This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the Financial Statements, and the Audit Report.
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AVIATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC

Notes to the Financial Statments
for the year ended 31 March 2011
1.

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Aviation Industry Association is an association of members who are involved in
the aviation industry to co-ordinate aviation matters for the benefit of members
and the industry as a whole. The Association is an incorporated society registered under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908. These financial statements are
the Parent Entity financial statements.
These financial statements are general purpose statements which have been
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice in New
Zealand. The Aviation Industry Association is able to take advantage of differential reporting exemptions as it is not considered to be publicly accountable
or large under the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants Financial
Reporting Standards. The Association has taken advantage of all applicable exemptions.

(a) Measurement Base
The measurement base adopted is that of historical cost, adjusted for revalution
of certain fixed assets.
Reliance is placed on the assumption that the Association is a going concern. Accrual accounting is used to match expenses and revenue.
(b) Changes in Accounting Policies
There have been no changes in accounting policies. All policies have been applied on bases consistent with those used in previous years.
(c) Revenue
Members’ fees
Membership subscriptions income is recognised as income in the year to which
it relates.
Revenue from providing other services
(This includes revenue from professional fees and conferences.)
Recognised when the service is delivered.
Interest and dividend income
Interest is recognised in the statement of financial performance as it accrues.
Dividend income is recognised in the statement of financial performance when
the right to receive payments is established and are recorded net of imputation
credits.
Grants and donations
Grant and donation income is recognised as income when it becomes receivable
unless the Association has a liability to repay the grant if the requirements of the
grant or donation are not fulfilled. A liability is recognised to the extent that such
conditions are unfulfilled at the end of the reporting period.
Revenue from the sale of goods
Recognised when the goods are delivered to customers.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2011

(d) Receivables
Receivables are stated at their estimated realisable value. Bad debts are written
off in the year in which they are identified. Due allowance is made for impaired
receivables (doubtful debts).
(e) Goods & Services Tax
These financial statements have been prepared on a GST exclusive basis, with
the exception of Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable which are recorded
GST inclusive.
(f) Income Tax
The Association is a non-profit organisation and incorporated under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908. Provision is made for income tax on non-member
transactions only. Income tax is accounted for using the tax payable method, ie.
the income tax expense is based on the return to the Inland Revenue.
(g) Fixed Assets & Depreciation
The Association has the following classes of fixed assets:
Furniture & Fittings
9.6% - 12.0% SL
Office Equipment
18.6% - 48.0% SL
Computer Equipment		
36% SL
All fixed assets are recorded at cost (adjusted for revaluation), less accumulated
depreciation. Depreciation of the assets has been calculated on a straight line
basis at the maximum rates permitted by the Income Tax Act 2007.
(h) Intangible Assets
Costs that are directly associated with the trade mark and the development of
the website are recognised as intangible assets. Costs associated with maintaining the Website are recognised as an expense when incurred.
Intangible assets are carried at their cost less any accumulated amortisation.
They are amortised on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful life.
(i) Investments in Associates and Subsidiaries
Associates are entities in which the Association has significant influence, but not
control, over the operating and/or financial policies. Subsidiaries are entities in
which the Association has significant influence and control, over the operating
and/or financial policies.
Associates and subsidiaries have been reflected in the financial statements on an
equity accounting basis, which shows the Association’s share of retained earnings in the statement of financial performance and its share of post acquisition
movements in equity in the balance sheet.
2. AUDIT
These financial statements have been subject to audit, please refer to the Independent Auditor’s Report.
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Notes to the Financial Statments
for the year ended 31 March 2011

3. MEMBER SUBSCRIPTION & LEVIES

AAA Division
Air Transport Devision
Air Rescue/Ambulance Division
Airports Division
Associate Members
Education & Research Division
Enginerring (AEANZ) Division
Flight Training Division
Helicopter Assoc Division
Pilots Division
Supply & Services Division
Tourist Flight Operators
Sundry Subscriptions

2011
$
92,273
38,256
11,625
4,369
2,409
757
24,423
30,932
53,162
3,861
30,065
9,454
(47)

2010
$
96,414
53,865
11,025
6,140
7,811
2,625
28,315
28,917
50,858
(168)
32,433
9,450
(8,084)

301,539

319,601

2011
$
6,983
6,300
53,311
38,211

2010
$
6,800
6,000
32,143
500
-

104,805

45,443

2011
$
210,596
95,278
338

2010
$
187,236
121,629
-

306,212

308,865

4. PROFESSIONAL FEES

Accreditation
Revalidation
Seminar Fees
SAC Members
Sponsorship of Seminars

5. CONFERENCE INCOME

AIA Conference Income
AAA Conference Income
E & R Conference Income
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6. BANK ACCOUNTS

Westpac Cheque A/c
Westpac Saving A/c
Westpac NZAAA A/c
Westpac 005 A/c
Westpac 090 Online A/c

2011
$
13,711
1
4
1
17,000

2010
$
18,397
1
4
-

30,717

18,402

The Association has a bank overdraft facilitiy secured by personal guarantees,
up to a maximum of $10,000. The interest rate at balance date was 11.95% p.a..
7. FIXED ASSETS

Furniture & Fittings
At Cost
Additions
Revaluation
Deduct Accumulated Depreciation
Office Equipment
At Cost
Additions
Revaluation
Deduct Accumulated Depreciation
Computer Equipment
At Cost
Additions
Revalution
Deduct Accumulated Depreciation

Total Fixed Assets

2011
$

2010
$

13,147
525
12,966
706

12,947
200
12,865
282

6,966
1,020
7,206
780

6,675
221
70
6,755
211

22,988
1,033
21,988
2,032

21,360
1,627
21,360
1,627

3,518

2,120
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for the year ended 31 March 2011

2011
$

2010
$

101
451
628

75
80
2,229

1,180

2,384

2011
$

2010
$

1,540
770
770

1,540
693
847

11,949
4,977
6,972

7,955
1,392
6,563

7,742

7,410

2011
$

2010
$

77
3,585

77
1,392

3,662

1,469

2011
$

2010
$

1,300,009
(80,756)

1,478,938
(178,929)

1,219,253

1,300,009

Depreciation Expense by asset class
Furniture & Fittings
Office Equipment
Computer Equipment

8. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Trade Mark
At Cost
Deduct Accumulated Amortisation
Website
At Cost
Deduct Accumulated Amortisation

Total Intangible Assets

Amortisation Expense Details
Trade Mark
Website

9. INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES

Investment in ASPEQ Group
Balance at the beginning of the year
Equity movements for the year

Balance at end of the year

The Investment represents 50% interest in ASPEQ Group at 30 June 2010.
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for the year ended 31 March 2011

2011
$

2010
$

21,050
(21,050)

21,050

Balance at the end of the year

-

21,050

Total Investments in Associate
and Subsidiaries

1,219,253

1,321,059

Investment in Aviation New Zealand
Limited
Balance at the beginning of the year
Equity movements for the year

The investment represents 100% interest in Aviation New Zealand Limited at 31
March 2011.
The association’s investment in Aviation New Zealand Limuted is written down
to $0 at 31 March 2011 notwithstanding the subsidiary company is reporting a
negative equity as of that date.
10. WAGES AND SALARIES
Wages and Salries of $345,206 included an allowance for annual leave accrual
of $15,136 (2010 - $10,289)
11. RELATED PARTIES
Aviation Industry Association has the following 100% owned subsidiaries:
- New Zealand Agricultural Aviation Association Limited
- Helicopter Association of New Zealand (HANZ) Limited
- New Zealand Agricultural Aviation (NZAAA) Limited
- Aviation New Zealand Limited
All subsidiaries except for Aviation New Zealand Limited are non-trading entities with no assets or liabilities at balance date. During the year, there were no
related party transactions. As at balance date, balances with related parties are
as follows:

Loans to Air Care Trust
Balance owed by other related parties

Total

2011
$
8,838
(6,838)

2010
$
8,838
(6,838)

2,000

2,000
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Notes to the Financial Statments
for the year ended 31 March 2011

12. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
At balance date there are no known contingent liabilities (2010:$0). Aviation Industry Association has not granted any securities in respect of liabilities payable
by any other party whatsoever.
13. GOING CONCERN ASSUMPTION
The Council is aware that its current liabilities exceed its current assets by
$62,772 (2010: $39,394) and the association incurred a net deficit of $123,454
for the year ended 31 March 2011. The Council is satisfied that it is appropriate
for the financial statements to be prepared on the basis of the going concern assumption because:
- The working capital position has improved significantly from balance date.
- Financial targets have been set to improve the financial position of the Association.
14. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS
Aviation Industry Association rents its premises on the 5th Floor, Aviation House,
12 Johnston Street, Wellington. Current lease expires by 31 January 2017, with
one right of renewal for a further term of 6 years. Current annual rent is $49,000
plus GST.
Aviation Industry Association also had a non-cancellable operating lease commitment for a colour copier.
As at balance date, the operating commitments expire as follows:

Within on year
Between one and five years
After five years
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2011
$
60,040
225,440
40,833

2010
$
11,040
40,480
-

326,313

51,520
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